Policy Advisory Council
May 4, 2016, 10:00-11:00 a.m.
Johnson Hall Conference Room

AGENDA

1. Progress Report.................................................................Chuck Triplett

2. Safety – Physical Space and Environment (New).............................Julie Brown
   a. 08.00.02 Safety (Revise and merge)
   b. 08.00.07 Safety Inspection and Correction (Revise and merge)

3. 571.050.0020 Rollerskates and Skateboards (Revise).........................Julie Brown
   a. IV.08.01 Electronic Skateboard Restrictions (Merge and repeal)

4. 580.001.0020 Availability of Public Records (Repeal).........................Chuck Triplett

5. OUS 19 Curricular Policies and Procedures (Repeal).........................Randy Sullivan

6. OUS 06 Admissions Policies and Requirements (Repeal)....................Randy Sullivan

7. OUS 10 Business Practices (Repeal).............................................Kassy Fisher

8. 580.041 Accounting Policies – Receivables (Repeal)..........................Kelly Wolf